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Abstract 
As computing power gets better and better, computer codes that use a deterministic method seem to be less useful 

than those using the Monte Carlo method. In addition, users do not like to think about space, angles, and energy 
discretization for deterministic codes. 

However, a deterministic method is still powerful in that we can obtain a solution of the flux throughout the 
problem, particularly as when particles can barely penetrate, such as in a deep penetration problem with small 
detection volumes. 

Recently, a new state-of-the-art discrete-ordinates code, ATTILA, was developed and has been widely used in 
several applications. ATTILA provides the capabilities to solve geometrically complex 3-D transport problems by 
using an unstructured tetrahedral mesh. 

Since 2009, we have been developing our own code by benchmarking ATTILA. AETIUS is a discrete ordinates 
code that uses an unstructured tetrahedral mesh such as ATTILA. For pre- and post- processing, Gmsh is used to 
generate an unstructured tetrahedral mesh by importing a CAD file (*.step) and visualizing the calculation results of 
AETIUS. Using a CAD tool, the geometry can be modeled very easily. 

In this paper, we describe a brief overview of AETIUS and provide numerical results from both AETIUS and a 
Monte Carlo code, MCNP5, in a deep penetration problem with small detection volumes. The results demonstrate the 
effectiveness and efficiency of AETIUS for such calculations. 
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I. Introduction 

These days, when we develop or use a deterministic code, 
a lot of people ask what is its advantage compared to 
computer codes that use a Monte Carlo method such as 
MCNP5(1). 

The reason for its use is a continual increase in computing 
power and parallel processing capabilities. Users prefer to 
use a method that has less approximation such as a Monte 
Carlo method. 

Even for the deterministic codes, the results of a Monte 
Carlo codes are used as a reference calculation for cross 
checking. 

Then, does a deterministic method have any better 
features than a Monte Carlo method? This is the main 
motivation of this paper and why we chose a deep 
penetration problem with small detection volumes. 

In this paper, we describe a brief overview of AETIUS 
and provide numerical results from both AETIUS and a 
Monte Carlo code, MCNP5, in a deep penetration problem 
with small detection volumes. 
 

II. Method 

Before naming our code as AETIUS (An Easy modeling 
Transport code usIng Unstructured tetrahedral mesh, Shared 
memory parallel), it was tested using several applications(2-4). 
MUST (Multi-group Unstructured geometry SN Transport) is 
a twin code that uses C++(5,6).  

AETIUS is programed using f90 and uses Gmsh(7) as a 
pre- and post- processing progam. A white boundary 
condition on an arbitrary surface, the first collision source on 
the volume source, and shared memory parallel capabilities 
have been added to AETIUS. 

 

 
Figure 1: The overall calculation flow of AETIUS 
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Compare to the determinisitc codes use a regular mesh, 
one of the merits of MCNP5 is its capability to deal with a
complicated geometry without any computational burden. 

However, with the help of a CAD tools (e.g., CATIA) and 
Gmsh, we can finish complicated geometry modeling for 
AETIUS very easiliy even though the geometry is a helical 
tube in a cube as shown in Figure 2. This modeling is 
difficult to accomplish without using a CAD tool and 
unstructured tetrahedral mesh.

Figure 2: An example of easy modeling: (left) a CAD modeling 

with CATIA and (right) an unstructured tetrahedral mesh with 

Gmsh

1. Space

Every determinsitic code requires spatial discretization to 
solve the Boltzmann transport equation. An unstructured
tetrahedral mesh has been used for structural mechanics, 
fluid dynamics, and so on. However, it has not been widely 
used for nuclear reactor designs or radiation shielding 
problems.

To deal with an unstructured tetrahedral mesh in the 
discrete ordinates transport code, Wareing T.A. et al.
proposed a discontinuous finite element method (DFEM)(8)

in 2001 and developed the ATTILA(9) code. 
AETIUS also uses DFEM for space discretization. DFEM 

is used for solving the balance equation between adjacent 
tetrahedral elements according to the direction of angle in a 
discrete set.

2. Angle

We recently implemented a triangular and rectangular 
Chebyshev-Legendre(10) quadrature to AETIUS so that we 
can increase the angular quadrature up to S100.

If the problem is ray-effect dominant, we may obtain 
better results using the first collision source method. 
However, if the problem consists of a ray-effect dominant 
zone (e.g., air) and a scattering dominant zone (e.g., concrete) 
together, the capability to increase SN order over S20 may be 
useful because the first collision source method alone may 
not be enough to deal with this kind of problem.

3. Energy

We also use a multi-group library. The libraries currently 
in use(11) were generated based on ENDF/B-VII.0 and listed 
in Table 1. 

Name
Group structure

Neutron Gamma

VITAMIN-B6 199 42
BUGLE-96 47 20
VITAMIN-J 175 42

LANL-30 30 12
LANL-80 80 24

SCALE-44 44 18
Table 1: A list of available multi-group libraries for AETIUS

4. Shared memory parallel

AETIUS is a three-dimensional discrete ordinates code, 
which solves the Boltzmann transport equation on an 
unstructured tetrahedral mesh with DFEM. DFEM requires 
an unknown angular flux at four vertexes per tetrahedral 
element. The angle and energy are discretized through the 
angular quadrature and multi-group structure, respectively.

For example, in the source code, the angular flux is given 
as Eq. (1), where 4 indicates four vertexes per element, elem
is the index of tetrahedral element, n is the index of 
discretized angle, and g is the index of energy group.

(4, , , )� elem n g   (1) 
If we have to solve a large 3D problem so that the number 

of elements, angular quadrature, or energy group need to be 
increased, then it requres more memory and a longer 
calculation time according to a variable size increase. 

OpenMP(12) is implemented in AETIUS, and is easy to be 
implemented in an existing serial code. Besides, AETIUS 
requires a large amount of memory when solving a large 
problem, shaered memory parallel might be more suitable. 

Currently, we run AETIUS on a server that has four Intel 
Xeon E7-4890v2 2.8Ghz CPUs using 120 threads with 512 
Gb of memory.

III. Application

1. Description

To see the effectiveness and efficiency of AETIUS, we 
chose a deep penetration problem with small detection 
volumes, as shown in Figure 3.

Figure 3: Overview of the deep penetration problem with small 

detection volumes 
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A 1m�1m�1m cube is located at the center of origin 
(0,0,0) and filled with air. Concrete covers the outside of the
cube, as shown in Figure 3. The thickness in the x-direction 
is 3m and in the other directions is 50cm.

A small volume source zone (1mm3) is prepared for one 
of two AETIUS calculations. 26 detection volumes 
(1cm�1cm �1cm) are located along the x-axis from 50cm to 
300cm with 10cm spacing.

Figure 4: Three-dimensional view of a deep penetration

problem with small detection volumes 

The computational mesh is generated by Gmsh and shown 
in Figure 5.

Figure 5: The computational mesh (generated by Gmsh, 61,562 

unstructured tetrahedrons)

Transport calculations are performed on a deep 
penetration problem with small detection volumes. This 
problem seems very simple and easy. However, in view of 
the Monte Carlo transport code, it may be simple but not 
easy to obtain solutions with a reliable confidence interval 
(the relative error is less than 0.1 for all other tallies)(1).

It is hard to send particles deep into the concrete block and 
the tally zones (detection volumes) are small (1cm3).

To obtain a satisfactory solution with MCNP5, variance 
reduction techniques such as splitting or weight window 

should be used.
In MCNP5 calculation, the neutron source is evenly 

sampled between 15MeV and 17MeV, which is the 1st group 
of LANL-30 group structure. Some other calculation 
parameters are listed in Table 2.

MCNP5 AETIUS

Source 
strength

Point source:
1 source 

particle/sec at 
origin (0,0,0)

with FCS without FCS
Point source:

1 source 
particle/sec at 
origin (0,0,0)

Volume source:
103 source 

particle/cm3-sec, 
volume source 
zone (10-3cm3)

Source 
spectrum Source is given in the 1st group of LANL-30

Library ENDF-B/VII.0
Energy 
group 
structure

Continuous 
energy LANL-30

Material
density

Air : 0.001293 g/cm3

Concrete : 2.3 g/cm3

PN order n/a 3
SN order n/a Triangular Chebyshev-Legendre S40

Calc. 
options

weight 
window

FCS with point 
source

Volume source 
only

Error 
criterion nps :5�109 1�10-4

Parallel MPI 
(50 cores)

OpenMP
(120 cores)

FCS : first collision source method
Table 2: Calculation parameters

2. Results 

The calculated total neutron flux from AETIUS is 
visualized through Gmsh and shown in Figure 6. This is a
sectional view of the lower part of the total neutron flux 
isosurface distribution.

One of the key advantages of using a discrete ordinates 
code such as AETIUS is that we can obtain a solution of the 
flux throughout the problem. This is particularly useful when 
we wish to understand how the flux changes throughout the 
modelled geometry.

Figure 6: Visualized total neutron flux isosurface distribution 

(sectional view of the lower part)
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Volume averaged fluxes on the 26 detector volumes are 
compared with those of MCNP5 and are shown in Figure 7. 
These fluxes of AETIUS were obtained through a single run.
However, for MCNP5, we have to run it several times to 
obtain the weight window and re-run it again. Although we 
used weight window in the MCNP5 calculation, the average
fluxes in the last two detection volumes could not be 
obtained. 

In view of relative error, volume-averaged fluxes for the 
17 detection volumes near source area (from 50cm to 210cm) 
are within a reliable confidence interval and are well 
matched with those of AETIUS.

However, for last 9 detection volumes, the relative errors 
of MCNP5 result are getting increased as depth is increased.
Moreover, relative errors of last two detection volumes are
zero since no particles are tallied.

Figure 7: Comparison of volume averaged fluxes on 26 

detection volumes

Figure 8: Relative error of MCNP5 on 26 detection volumes

IV. Conclusion

We discribed a brief overview of AETIUS and provided 
numerical results from both AETIUS and MCNP5 for a deep 
penetration problem with small detection volumes.

Although the results of the two codes are obtained using 
completely different calculation methods, they show a good 
agreement.

Deterministic codes (e.g., AETIUS) require many spatial 
elements, high SN/PN orders, and many energy groups to 
obtain a good solution, which could require many iterations 
and longer calculation time. 

Similarly, Monte Carlo codes (e.g., MCNP5) also require 
longer running time and many iterations to optimize the 
variance reduction techniques (e.g., splitting and weight 
window). 

However, deterministic codes can provide a rough 
estimate of the flux throughout a problem relatively quickly.
This can help to identify areas of a problem where shielding 
may or may not be performing as well as expected.
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